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Preamble ✅
Preamble
[ To be completed by Ben Esner ]

Format
This document is organized to make each lesson easily understandable and accessible. We’ve
included a general format for each lesson with a description of what each section means:

Summary - Each lesson will include a brief introductory summary that touches on the different
topics and activities of the lesson.
Questions - These are essential questions that should be kept in mind and returned to
throughout the lesson.
Materials - This is the list of materials required in order to perform the lesson without adaptation.
Blocks - This will show the MakeCode blocks that will be used in the programming part of the
lesson.

Standards
In order to strengthen the value of the curriculum, we’ve included references to some of the
relevant standards when possible. You’ll find them linked at the end of each section. Note that
these may not be a direct application of the standard, but rather suggestions for standards that
could be applied to this topic. We focus almost exclusively on the Next Generation Science
Standards in this document.

● New York State P-12 Science Learning Standards
● New York City PK-8: Science Scope and Sequence
● New York State - Next Generation Science Standards

Future Work
● Powerpoints - Including powerpoints of the content to provide an easily modified

presentation for instructors to use in their classroom.
● Standards - We have included references to some standards / scope and sequence of

NYC and NYS when possible. Further revision and elaboration here, specific to the
school, would be advised.

● Activities - We did our best to be mindful of scaffolding the complexity of the activities,
but this meant some activities could not be included into this version of the curriculum.
With another iteration, elective extension activities could also be included relating to
topics like space.

● Integrate 5E Modeling - 5Es is a popular model currently being implemented throughout
schools. If given the opportunity, it would be great to explicitly outline how each of these
activities implements the 5Es. This would require some level of restructuring.

● Conceptual and Mechanical Processing - The curriculum has much more of a conceptual
focus using sensors and simple components. An area for future consideration would be

http://www.nysed.gov/curriculum-instruction/science-learning-standards
https://www.weteachnyc.org/resources/resource/science-scope-and-sequence-pk-8/
https://www.nextgenscience.org/new-york


to include more mechanical processing with wheels, chassis, and larger physical
components. (eg. Self-driving cars would have the sensors applied to the actual
components making it more like an actual.)



What is micro:bit + MakeCode? ✅
Components and code make up absolutely everything we do. Being the 21st century, we have
come to navigate tools and gadgets effectively. However, many of us don’t fully understand what
makes the electronics tick. Learning tools like micro:bit and the platform Make:Code make these
concepts accessible. The more exposure and understanding we get for these technologies, the
better we can ultimately leverage those same technologies for both our individual and
community benefit.

Questions:
● What is micro:bit?
● What is MakeCode?

Materials:
● None.

MakeCode

This is the interface for MakeCode, the block-based programming language platform that will
enable us to build and download code to our micro:bit. The large field on the right with the “on
start” and “forever” blocks is where your code will be written. Whatever blocks are dragged to
this space make up your code. The description of each block is written in the next section,
Block Definitions.

Here is an explanation of what each of the buttons in the interface do:



micro:bit Logo - This will return you to the home screen that shows saved project, tutorials, and
code examples.
Home - This will also take you to the home screen.
Share - This will allow you to “publish” your project and provide a direct link that can be shared
with others.

Blocks - This will show the blocks version of your code. It’s clean, intuitive, and what we will be
using over the course of this curriculum.
JavaScript - Clicking this option will show and allow you to code in JavaScript, another
programming language.
Python - Clicking this option will show and allow you to code in Python, another programming
language.

Help (question mark) - This opens a list of different resources including support (the forum for
asking and answering questions), reference (the software documentation), hardware (the
hardware documentation), buy (the micro:bit store), and blocks (the documentation for the
MakeCode blocks).
Settings (gear) - This opens a list of a number of different options including project settings,
extensions, print, delete, language, contrast and more.
Microsoft - This takes you to the Microsoft home page of MakeCode for more resources.



micro:bit Simulation - This provides an interactive simulation of how your code will interact with
your micro:bit without having to upload your program. You can click on the buttons or individual
pins to send signals. When certain blocks are used (relating to light, heat, speed, etc.), other
features will appear to simulate those actions.
Play (triangle - not shown here) - This will start your code simulation
Stop (square) - This will stop your code simulation.
Restart (circular arrows) - This will reset the simulation to before you started your code.
Debug (bug) - This will open a new interface that lets you “step” through each block of your
code to see what happens at each point while it’s running.
Mute / Unmute (speaker) - This will mute or unmute the audio played by your simulation.
Full Screen (square with four extra corners) - Expands the simulation so it takes up the whole
screen.

Download - This will download your code into a .hex file. Uploading the file to your micro:bit will
be explained in the next lesson.
Project Name (TestProject) - You can change the name of your project at any time by updating
the text here.
Save (floppy disk) - Like Download, this will save a copy of your file to somewhere on your
machine.
GitHub (cat icon) - This will enable you to link a GitHub account to upload your programs.



Undo (left arrow) - This is the undo button and works like the same way it does on most
machines, undoing your last action.
Redo (right arrow) - This is the redo button and is used if you undo too much and want to redo
an action.
Zoom Out (minus sign) - This will zoom out of the interface.
Zoom In (plus sign) - This will zoom into the interface.

Block Definitions
The platform includes basic blocks and advanced blocks.

A short description of each kind of block is included below:
● Basic - Provides access to basic micro:bit functionality.
● Input - Events and data from sensors.
● Music - Generation of music tones.
● LED - Control of the LED screen.
● Radio - Communicate data using radio packets.



● Loops - Loops and repetition.
● Logic - Logic operators and constants.
● Variables - Named, modifiable, data containers used in the program.
● Math - More complex operations with numbers.
● Functions - Portions of code to use again and again.
● Arrays - List of items of a primitive type.
● Text - Blocks that allow you to manipulate strings of text.
● Game - A single-LED sprite game engine.
● Images - Creation, manipulation and display of LED images.
● Pins - Control currents in Pins for analog/digital signals, servos, i2c, etc.
● Serial - Reading and writing data over a serial connection
● Control - Runtime and event utilities.
● Extensions - Code sets built for specific accessories.

micro:bit



Components
LED Screen and Status LED - The red lights are LEDs (light emitting diodes) and form a 5 x 5
LED Screen. They can be set to on/off and the brightness can be controlled. The yellow light on
the back of the micro:bit is the status LED. It flashes yellow when the system wants to tell the
user that something has happened.

Buttons - Buttons A and B are a form of input. When you press a button, it completes an
electrical circuit. The micro:bit can detect either of its two buttons being pressed/released and
be programmed to act on these events. Button R on the back of the micro:bit is a system button.
It has different uses. When you have downloaded and run your code onto your micro:bit, press
Button R to restart and run your program from the beginning.

USB Connection - When you plug in your micro:bit via USB, it should appear as a MICROBIT
drive. If you accidentally hold down the reset button as you’re plugging in your micro:bit, the
micro:bit will appear as a MAINTENANCE drive instead of MICROBIT. This is known as
maintenance mode. To continue programming your micro:bit YOU MUST unplug your USB and
reconnect it. Check that the drive now shows as MICROBIT.

Compass - The compass can detect magnetic fields such as the Earth’s magnetic field. As the
micro:bit has this compass, it is possible to detect the direction it is moving in. The micro:bit can
detect where it is facing and movement in degrees. This data can be used by the micro:bit in a
program or be sent to another device.

Accelerometer - There is an accelerometer on your micro:bit which detects changes in the
micro:bit’s speed. It converts analogue information into digital form that can be used in micro:bit



programs. Output is in milli-g. The device will also detect a small number of standard actions
e.g. shake, tilt and free-fall.

Pins - The pins can be a form of electrical input or output. There are labels for the input/output
pins P0, P1, P2, which you can attach external sensors to such as thermometers or moisture
detectors.

Light Level - The screen can also be used as a light level sensor.

Temperature - Temperature is measured on the micro:bit by detecting how hot its physical CPU
material is. Since it operates nearly as cool as the air around it, the temperature it measures for
itself is a good approximation for the ambient temperature (the temperature near and around it).

Suggestions for Implementation
No suggestions currently provided for this activity.

Resources
● What is a micro:bit? - Basic introductory article on the micro:bit.
● MakeCode - Reference - Comprehensive reference document for everything in

MakeCode. Includes description, example projects, and other resources.
● MakeCode - Device Overview - Reference page explaining each component of the

micro:bit including descriptions and example videos.

Standards
No standards currently provided for this activity.

https://microbit.org/get-started/first-steps/set-up/
https://makecode.microbit.org/reference
https://makecode.microbit.org/device


My First Program - Flashing Heart ✅
Electricity and circuits are everywhere around us. Largely, it just works, and we don’t have to
worry much about it. They are what make up computers, phones, toasters, and nearly every
piece of technology. A simple light switch serves as a straightforward application of these
concepts. Because it’s found in everything and everywhere, we can sometimes take it for
granted. In order to understand and use ever more complex implementations of these
technologies, we must first have a good handle of these essential basic concepts.

Questions:
● How do you make a basic circuit with micro:bit?
● How do you write a basic program in MakeCode?

Materials:
● micro:bit



● micro:bit battery with 2 AAA batteries
● USB cord (for downloading)

Blocks:

Code Example

Block Definitions
● Basic ￫ Forever - Repeats the code forever in the background. On each iteration, allows

other codes to run.
● Basic ￫ Show LEDS - Draw an image on the LED screen.

Step-by-Step Walkthrough
Downloading to micro:bit
These steps will be completed each time you need to download your code from MakeCode to
the micro:bit.



1. Connect your micro:bit to your computer with a USB cable.

2. In MakeCode, click Download to download the .hex file.

3. Move the .hex file from your computer onto the MICROBIT drive. This process will be
specific to your browser and operating system. Generally, you’ll find the file in the
downloads folder and will drag it to the MICROBIT drive that will appear where you find
USB drives and other hard drives.

Setting Up the micro:bit



1. Download your code to the micro:bit (as described above).
2. Plug the micro:bit battery pack into the micro:bit. The battery pack should have two

working AAA batteries in it.
3. Your code should now be running!



Suggestions for Implementation
● This activity is designed as an introduction for the students to go through the process of

creating code, downloading it to the micro:bit, and making sure it works. Later activities
will use this same process each time.

● This can be especially relevant to topics on electricity, magnetism, detecting charges,
electrical currents, and magnetic motion.

Resources
MakeCode - Uploading Programs to Your micro:bit - The full documentation for putting your
MakeCode program onto the micro:bit.

Standards
New York State - Next Generation Science Standards

● 4-PS4-2. Develop a model to describe that light reflecting from objects and entering the
eye allows objects to be seen.

● 4-PS4-3. Generate and compare multiple solutions that use patterns to transfer
information.

● 3-PS2-3 - Ask questions to determine cause and effect relationships of electric or
magnetic interactions between two objects not in contact with each other.

● 4-PS3-2 - Make observations to provide evidence that energy can be transferred from
place to place by sound, light, heat, and electric currents.

● 4-PS3-4 - Apply scientific ideas to design, test, and refine a device that converts energy
from one form to another.

https://makecode.microbit.org/device/usb
https://www.nextgenscience.org/new-york


Hot + Cold ✅
In the summer and winter months, temperatures in New York City can change dramatically.
Fortunately, we have a tool that helps us to know exactly how hot or cold it gets: a thermometer.
We will be using the micro:bit with a temperature sensor in order to determine the temperature,
as well as let the user know if it’s hot, warm,or cold. We find that  but never as much in our
homes. Sometimes it’s drafty and that makes things cooler, or when the air is still, it’s warmer.

Questions:
● How do we build a thermometer?
● How do we use a temperature sensor?
● How can we calibrate a thermometer?

Materials:
● micro:bit
● micro:bit battery pack with 2 AAA batteries
● USB cord (for downloading)

Blocks:

Code Example





Block Definitions
● Basic ￫ Forever - Repeats the code forever in the background. On each iteration, allows

other codes to run.
● Basic ￫ Show String - Show a string on the LED screen. It will scroll to the left if it’s

bigger than the screen.
● Basic ￫ Show Number - Show a number on the LED screen. It will slide left if it has more

than one digit.
● Variables ￫ Set [ a ] to [ 0 ] - Use an equals sign to make a variable store the number or

string you say.
● Logic ￫ If [ true ] then, else - Run code depending on whether a boolean condition is true

or false. You can remove the “else” by clicking the “-”. You can also add more “if else” by
clicking the “+”.

● Input ￫ On button [ a ] pressed - Activates when button A or B is pressed, or A and B
together.

● Pins ￫ Analog Read pin [ 0 ] - Read an analog signal (0 through 1023) from the pin you
say.

Step-by-Step Walkthrough

1. Download your code to the micro:bit (as described above).
2. Plug the micro:bit battery pack into the micro:bit. The battery pack should have two

working AAA batteries in it.
3. Your code should now be running!



Suggestions for Implementation
● This topic is especially relevant when introducing thermal energy, heat, temperature,

states of matters, and energy transfer.
● You can easily use this with a warm lamp or near a glass of ice water to show the

changes in temperature.
● It’s important to note that the sensors on the micro:bit are not calibrated. You should

calibrate by comparing the reading to an actual thermometer. Once you have this
difference, you can include it into the program easily using the code below where [ X ] is
the number of degrees it needs to be corrected. eg. If the sensor says the temperature is
10 degree warmer than the actual thermometer, the code should read [ P0 ] - 10 :

Resources
No resources currently provided for this activity.

Standards
New York State - Next Generation Science Standards

● 3-ESS2-1 - Represent data in tables and graphical displays to describe typical weather
conditions expected during a particular season.

● 3-ESS2-2 - Obtain and combine information to describe climates in different regions of
the world.

● 3-ESS3-1 - Make a claim about the merit of a design solution that reduces the impacts of
a weather-related hazard.

● 4-ESS2-1 - Make observations and/or measurements to provide evidence of the effects
of weathering or the rate of erosion by water, ice, wind, or vegetation.

https://www.nextgenscience.org/new-york


Pollution In the City ✅
With global warming, pollution and greenhouse gases are always a major concern. There are
many things that we can do in our communities to help with this issue, but it’s hard to really
understand the problem when we can’t even see it. Experts use sensors that can detect the
amount of a certain substance in the air, even if it can’t be seen. This helps to better understand
the impact of these gases and the things we try to do to make it better.

Questions:
● How do we detect things we can’t see?
● How do sensors work?

Materials:
● micro:bit
● micro:bit battery
● USB cord (for downloading)
● 3x jumper wires
● analog alcohol sensor
● micro:bit sensor shield
● micro:bit battery pack with 6 AA batteries
● hand sanitizer

Blocks:

Code Example



Block Definitions
● Basic ￫ On Start - An event that runs when the program starts.
● Basic ￫ Clear Screen - Turn off all the LED lights on the LED screen.
● Basic ￫ Forever - Repeats the code forever in the background. On each iteration, allows

other codes to run.
● Basic ￫ Show Number - Show a number on the LED screen. It will slide left if it has more

than one digit.
● Basic ￫ Pause (ms) - Pause the program for the number of milliseconds you say.
● Pins ￫ Analog Read pin [ 0 ] - Read an analog signal (0 through 1023) from the pin you

say.

Step-by-Step Walkthrough



1. Download your code to the micro:bit.
2. Plug the micro:bit into the sensor shield. It will require some force, but be careful. It

should plug in far enough so that some of the golden rings can still be seen where the
two pieces connect.

3. Connect the three jump wires from the sensor shield to the alcohol sensor as follows:
a. Connect G1 (shield) to GND (sensor).
b. Connect V1 (shield) to VCC (sensor).
c. Connect S0 (shield) to A0 (sensor).

4. Plug the micro:bit battery pack into the micro:bit. The battery pack should have two
working AAA batteries in it.

5. Plug the sensor shield battery pack into the sensor shield. The battery pack should have
6 working AA batteries in it.

6. Your code should now be running!

Suggestions for Implementation
● The instructions listed here differ from the image, but both arrangements should work

without issue.
● The reading of the sensor will depend on the strength of the alcohol being used. If the

hand sanitizer is old, the reading will be much lower.
● You can also use single-use alcohol wipes if hand sanitizer is not available.
● The sensors are not waterproof, so be careful when moving the sensor near the

sanitizer.



● If the reading is lower than expected, you can also turn up the sensitivity of the sensor.
You will see a small “+” sign on a blue box. You can use a small screwdriver, turning
clockwise, to turn up the sensitivity. Be careful because the sensitivity controller on this
component is fragile.

● Given certain circumstances (ie. a science lab), you could swap the alcohol sensor for a
gas sensor. We don’t recommend this because of the inherent danger of using gas.

● It’s important to make an explicit connection between the use of alcohol in this case and
how gases and pollution operates in the atmosphere.

● The sensor shield may not require the battery pack and it can often be powered from
being connected to the micro:bit battery alone. However, if things don’t work correctly,
attaching the sensor shield battery pack could solve the issue.

Resources
No resources currently provided for this activity.

Standards
New York State - Next Generation Science Standards

● DCI PS1. A - Structure and Properties of Matter. Each pure substance has characteristic
physical and chemical properties (for any bulk quantity under given conditions) that can
be used to identify it.

https://www.nextgenscience.org/new-york


Plant Life ✅

Background
Taking care of plants can be a tough job. You have to think about the soil, watering, amount of
light, and more. Technology can help keep us on track with much of these tasks. For example,
it’s challenging to know exactly when your plants need more water. Fortunately, we can use a
sensor to let us know the exact moisture of the soil for our plants.

Questions:
● How do sensors work?
● How do we measure wetness?

Materials:
● micro:bit
● micro:bit battery
● USB cord (for downloading)
● 3x jumper wires
● moisture sensor
● micro:bit sensor shield
● micro:bit battery pack with 6 AA batteries
● soil
● water

Blocks:

Code Example



Block Definitions
● Basic ￫ Forever - Repeats the code forever in the background. On each iteration, allows

other codes to run.
● Variables ￫ Set [ a ] to [ 0 ] - Use an equals sign to make a variable store the number or

string you say.
● Pins ￫ Analog Read Pin [ 0 ] - Read an analog signal (0 through 1023) from the pin you

say.
● Led ￫ Plot Bar Graph [ 0 ] up to [ 0 ] - Display a bar graph for a number value. “Up to”

indicates the upper bound that the value can be converted for the display.
● Logic ￫ If [ true ] then, else - Run code depending on whether a boolean condition is true

or false. You can remove the “else” by clicking the “-”. You can also add more “if else” by
clicking the “+”.

● Basic ￫ Show Number - Show a number on the LED screen. It will slide left if it has more
than one digit.

● Input ￫ Button [ A ] is Pressed - Check whether a button is pressed at that moment.

Step-by-Step Walkthrough



1. Download your code to the micro:bit.
2. Plug the micro:bit into the sensor shield. It will require some force, but be careful. It

should plug in far enough so that some of the golden rings can still be seen where the
two pieces connect.

3. Connect the three jump wires from the sensor shield to the alcohol sensor as follows:
a. Connect G1 (shield) to G (sensor).
b. Connect V1 (shield) to V (sensor).
c. Connect S1 (shield) to S (sensor).

4. Plug the micro:bit battery pack into the micro:bit. The battery pack should have two
working AAA batteries in it.

5. Plug the sensor shield battery pack into the sensor shield. The battery pack should have
6 working AA batteries in it.

6. Your code should now be running!

Suggestions for Implementation
● This topic is especially relevant when introducing matter and energy in food for plants

and animals, ecosystems, and earth’s waters.
● The instructions listed here differ from the image, but both arrangements should work

without issue.
● The sensor shield may not require the battery pack and it can often be powered from

being connected to the micro:bit battery alone. However, if things don’t work correctly,
attaching the sensor shield battery pack could solve the issue.



● While not represented in this curriculum, a fun extension activity is to also include a
servo motor that automatically waters that plant when it hits a certain moisture level. You
will find a reference to this activity under resources.

Resources
MakeCode: Plant Watering - An extension created by MakeCode that adds the use of a servo
motor and a plastic straw to automatically add water to the soil when it gets dry.

Standards
New York State - Next Generation Science Standards

● 3-LS4-3. - Construct an argument with evidence that in a particular habitat some
organisms can survive well, some survive less well, and some cannot survive at all.

● 3-LS4-4. - Make a claim about the merit of a solution to a problem caused when the
environment changes and the types of plants and animals that live there may change.

● 4-LS1-1. - Construct an argument that plants and animals have internal and external
structures that function to support survival, growth, behavior, and reproduction.

https://makecode.microbit.org/projects/plant-watering
https://www.nextgenscience.org/new-york


Rodents ✅

Background
Interestingly, rodents like rats play a vital role in the food web. They are seen all throughout New
York. Some are ugly, some are fat, some are weirdly cute. Regardless of our feelings towards
these rodents, we prefer they stay out of our homes. In order to keep an eye on this, we can use
a sensor to notify us if a critter has come through.

Questions:
● Why are rodents important for our environment?
● How do sensors work?

Materials:
● micro:bit
● micro:bit battery
● USB cord (for downloading)
● 3x jumper wires
● motion sensor
● micro:bit sensor shield
● micro:bit battery pack with 6 AA batteries
● small object that rolls (marbles, toy cars, pencils)

Blocks:

Code Example



Block Definitions
● Basic ￫ On Start - An event that runs when the program starts.
● Basic ￫ Clear Screen - Turn off all the LED lights on the LED screen.
● Basic ￫ Forever - Repeats the code forever in the background. On each iteration, allows

other codes to run.
● Logic ￫ If [ true ] then, else - Run code depending on whether a boolean condition is true

or false. You can remove the “else” by clicking the “-”. You can also add more “if else” by
clicking the “+”.

● Pins ￫ Digital Read pin [ 0 ] - Read a digital (0 or 1) signal from a pin on the micro:bit
board.

● Logic ￫ Comparison ￫ [ 0 ] [ = ] [ 0 ] - Represents comparison operators that yield a
Boolean (true or false) value. Usually involves numbers.

● Basic ￫ Show Icon [ IMAGE ] - Shows the selected icon on the LED screen

Step-by-Step Walkthrough



1. Download your code to the micro:bit.
2. Plug the micro:bit into the sensor shield. It will require some force, but be careful. It

should plug in far enough so that some of the golden rings can still be seen where the
two pieces connect.

3. Connect the three jump wires from the sensor shield to the alcohol sensor as follows:
a. Connect G1 (shield) to - (sensor).
b. Connect V1 (shield) to + (sensor).
c. Connect S1 (shield) to S (sensor).

4. Plug the micro:bit battery pack into the micro:bit. The battery pack should have two
working AAA batteries in it.

5. Plug the sensor shield battery pack into the sensor shield. The battery pack should have
6 working AA batteries in it.

6. Your code should now be running!

Suggestions for Implementation
● The instructions listed here differ from the image, but both arrangements should work

without issue.
● Could be especially when connected to public health and safety.
● The sensor shield may not require the battery pack and it can often be powered from

being connected to the micro:bit battery alone. However, if things don’t work correctly,
attaching the sensor shield battery pack could solve the issue.



Resources
No resources currently provided for this activity.

Standards
New York State - Next Generation Science Standards

● 3-LS4-3.Construct an argument with evidence that in a particular habitat some
organisms can survive well, some survive less well, and some cannot survive at all.

● 4-LS1-1. Construct an argument that plants and animals have internal and external
structures that function to support survival, growth, behavior, and reproduction.

● 4-LS1-2. Use a model to describe that animals receive different types of information
through their senses, process the information in their brain, and respond to the
information in different ways.

https://www.nextgenscience.org/new-york


Trash & Recycle ✅

Background
What happens when we put something in the trash? What about recycling? Where does it go?
What does it do? Why do we have to do something special to recycle electronic devices like
phones? How do we do this better? It turns out there are small things we can to help train us to
be better when it comes to trash and recycling. Sometimes, a nice sound for recycling and an
unpleasant sound for trash can be enough to help us think again.

Questions:
● What things can and can’t be recycled and why?
● How do buzzer components work?

Materials:
● micro:bit
● micro:bit battery
● USB cord (for downloading)
● 3x jumper wires
● buzzer component
● micro:bit sensor shield
● micro:bit battery pack with 6 AA batteries

Blocks:



Code Example



Block Definitions
● Basic ￫ On Start - An event that runs when the program starts.
● Basic ￫ Forever - Repeats the code forever in the background. On each iteration, allows

other codes to run.
● Pins ￫ Digital Write Pin [ P0 ] to [ 0 ] - Write a digital (0 or 1) signal to a pin on the

micro:bit board.
● Advanced ￫ Control ￫ Wait (μs) [ 4 ] - Blocks the current thread for the given amount of

microseconds.
● Variables ￫ Set [ a ] to [ 0 ] - Use an equals sign to make a variable store the number or

string you say.
● Logic ￫ If [ true ] then, else - Run code depending on whether a boolean condition is true

or false. You can remove the “else” by clicking the “-”. You can also add more “if else” by
clicking the “+”.

● Variables ￫ Change [ CountDownNumber ] - Change, meaning increase, the value of a
variable by some amount.

● Basic ￫ Pause (ms) - Pause the program for the number of milliseconds you say

Step-by-Step Walkthrough

1. Download your code to the micro:bit.
2. Plug the micro:bit into the sensor shield. It will require some force, but be careful. It

should plug in far enough so that some of the golden rings can still be seen where the
two pieces connect.

3. Connect the three jump wires from the sensor shield to the alcohol sensor as follows:
a. Connect G1 (shield) to G (sensor).
b. Connect V1 (shield) to V (sensor).
c. Connect S1 (shield) to S (sensor).

4. Plug the micro:bit battery pack into the micro:bit. The battery pack should have two
working AAA batteries in it.

5. Plug the sensor shield battery pack into the sensor shield. The battery pack should have
6 working AA batteries in it.

6. Your code should now be running!



Suggestions for Implementation
● This topic is especially relevant when connected to the Con Edison Smart Kids Energy

Efficiency Program, environmental impacts
● One it is connected up and working as expected, students should be encouraged to

experiment with creating pleasant and unpleasant sounds. The idea here being that we
would associate the enjoyable noises near the recycling and the less enjoyable noises
with the trash can.

● The sensor shield may not require the battery pack and it can often be powered from
being connected to the micro:bit battery alone. However, if things don’t work correctly,
attaching the sensor shield battery pack could solve the issue.

Standards
New York State - Next Generation Science Standards

● 3-LS4-4. Make a claim about the merit of a solution to a problem caused when the
environment changes and the types of plants and animals that live there may change.

https://www.nextgenscience.org/new-york


Automated Hand Washing ✅
By washing your hands frequently, it prevents the spreading of germs. We do it without thinking,
just because we are supposed to without thinking much how it works. The WHO and CDC
guidelines dictate that you should wash your hands for at least 20 seconds. That can be longer
than we think. We could keep an eye on a clock to know when we are done, or we could build
an automated hand washing timer!

Background
Questions:

● How can we automate handwashing?
● How do buzzers work?

Materials:
● micro:bit
● micro:bit battery
● USB cord (for downloading)
● 3x jumper wires
● buzzer component
● micro:bit sensor shield
● micro:bit battery pack with 6 AA batteries

Blocks:

Code Example



Block Definitions + Examples
● Basic ￫ On Start - An event that runs when the program starts.
● Basic ￫ Show Number - Show a number on the LED screen. It will slide left if it has more

than one digit.
● Logic ￫ Comparison ￫ [ 0 ] [ < ] [ 0 ] - Represents comparison operators that yield a

Boolean (true or false) value. Usually involves numbers.
● Input ￫ On button [ a ] pressed - Activates when button A or B is pressed, or A and B

together.
● Variables ￫ Change [ CountDownNumber ] - Change, meaning increase, the value of a

variable by some amount.
● Loops ￫ While [ true ] do - Repeat code while a Boolean condition is true.
● Basic ￫ Pause (ms) - Pause the program for the number of milliseconds you say
● Music ￫ Play Tone [ Middle C ] for [ 1 beat ] - Play a musical tone through pin P0 of the

micro:bit for as long as you say.



Step-by-Step Walkthrough

1. Download your code to the micro:bit.
2. Plug the micro:bit into the sensor shield. It will require some force, but be careful. It

should plug in far enough so that some of the golden rings can still be seen where the
two pieces connect.

3. Connect the three jump wires from the sensor shield to the buzzer component as
follows:

a. Connect G1 (shield) to “-” (component).
b. Connect V1 (shield) to “+” (component).
c. Connect S1 (shield) to S (component).

4. Plug the micro:bit battery pack into the micro:bit. The battery pack should have two
working AAA batteries in it.

5. Plug the sensor shield battery pack into the sensor shield. The battery pack should have
6 working AA batteries in it.

6. Your code should now be running!

Suggestions for Implementation
● The instructions listed here differ from the image, but both arrangements should work

without issue.
● This could be extended by automating other aspects of the handwashing process such

as checking the temperature of the water, turning on / off the faucet, etc.
● The sensor shield may not require the battery pack and it can often be powered from

being connected to the micro:bit battery alone. However, if things don’t work correctly,
attaching the sensor shield battery pack could solve the issue.



Resources
keyestudio - Project 5: Make a Sound - An example project that served as inspiration for this
activity, hosted on the resource page created by the makers of the sensor shield and starter kit.

Standards
New York State - Next Generation Science Standards

● 5-ESS3-1. Earth and Human Activity

https://wiki.keyestudio.com/KS0361(KS0365)_keyestudio_37_in_1_Starter_Kit_for_BBC_micro:bit#Project_5:_Make_a_Sound
https://www.nextgenscience.org/new-york


Self-Driving Cars ✅

Background
This will be an incorporation of a multitude of concepts, sensors, and past activities. There is
likely more than you’ll be able to accomplish given your time frame, but it also enables students
to explore and regulate their own learning. A group of students may only get to finish 1-2
sensors, while another group manages to complete them all. Students may even integrate
additional sensors if they have time! While it’s not a race, the hope here is for the students to
flex what they’ve learned as best they can.

Questions:
● What all does it take for a self-driving car to work?
● How do we get multiple sensors and components to work together?

Materials:
● micro:bit
● micro:bit battery
● USB cord (for downloading)
● micro:bit sensor shield
● micro:bit battery pack with 6 AA batteries
● all sensors and components in the starter kit
● anything else that the students can come up with

Level 1 Activities (based off of sensors and components embedded into the micro:bit)
● Buttons - ignition, door locks, windshield wipers, windows, accelerator, brakes
● LEDs - turn signal, dashboard, brake lights
● Temperature Sensor - climate control, engine temperature, outdoor temperature
● Compass - GPS
● Acceleromoter - speedometer, g-force detection
● Light Level - automatic lights

Level 2 Activities (based off of previous activities)
● Alcohol Sensor - emissions
● Humidity Sensor - climate control, outdoor humidity, wetness detection
● Motion Sensor - vehicle detection, passenger detection
● Buzzer Component - horn, warning indicator

Level 3 Activities (based off of other components and sensors provided in the kit)
These activities enable advanced students to dig into and learn how to use the different sensors
and components. This is a bit of uncharted territory where the students will have to research



and read documentation on how to make them work. There will be mistakes made and lots of
frustration to be had, but if they are successful, it can be the most rewarding of all.

Some suggestions to get you started:
● Analog Sound Sensor - honking, slow down, check surroundings, check function
● Infrared Obstacle Detector Sensor - slow down, change direction
● Line-tracking Sensor - stay between lines
● Red LED - brake light
● Analog Rotation Sensor - cornering

Refer to the list in the starter kit for all available components. You can also find the list of
components with documentation on the official website here.

Suggestions for Implementation
● This lesson does not include much reference for blocks, definitions, code examples, or

walkthroughs. This is because this activity highly depends on what students intend and
succeed in accomplishing. If the curriculum is run multiple times, we would suggest
keeping student projects from previous runs to provide the students with reference and
inspiration.

● Projects like this lend themselves to having a document that organizes all the ideas and
decisions being made. We recommend taking the structure from previous activities and
asking the students to create their own version of the activity based off of their project.
This helps to structure the work the students are doing as well as provides the instructor
with more content that could be added to the curriculum in future iterations.

● This is an extensive activity that requires some planning from the groups in order to
make sure they can accomplish everything they set out to do. Compared to the previous
activities that could take 1-2 class sessions, this activity could take 4+ sessions to
complete meaningfully.

● This can be relevant to numerous contexts as it draws together so many different
activities. This could obviously include math, physics, and science classes, but could
also be connected to other skills such as planning, revising, team coordination, time
management and more. You could even draw parallels to other relevant topics like the
Mars rover!

Resources
keyestudio - Kit List - The list of sensors and components included in the starter kit. Also
includes documentation for each of those items as well as example projects.

https://wiki.keyestudio.com/KS0361(KS0365)_keyestudio_37_in_1_Starter_Kit_for_BBC_micro:bit#Kit_List
https://wiki.keyestudio.com/KS0361(KS0365)_keyestudio_37_in_1_Starter_Kit_for_BBC_micro:bit#Kit_List


Standards
● 3-5-ETS1-3. - Plan and carry out fair tests in which variables are controlled and failure

points are considered to identify aspects of a model or prototype that can be improved.



Design Project ✅

Background
Everything we learn only matters once we can apply it in the real world. To wrap up this series of
activities, we will complete a design project that employs all the things we’ve covered up until
now. This design project will be specific to the class, community, and environment. It should be
something that you care about and something that can be accomplished with the tools and
within the timeframe you’re provided. We’ve included some suggestions below, but it is up to the
instructor to adapt this activity in the best way possible for their students’ needs.

We recommend employing the design-thinking process and walking through that process with
the students. The conversation should start with discussing and deciding on an issue that the
students have collectively witnessed in their communities. Once ideas are shared and paired
down to one option, the design thinking process should be followed by the students and
facilitated by the instructor.

Generally, the process is as follows:
● Empathise – with your users
● Define – your users’ needs, their problem, and your insights
● Ideate – by challenging assumptions and creating ideas for innovative solutions
● Prototype – to start creating solutions
● Test – solutions

Ultimately, the design challenge should be decided collaboratively between the instructor and
students to ensure that it is relevant. Be mindful that the challenge should have an aspect that
could be addressed by technology. (ie. micro:bit and MakeCode) The technology often serves

https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/article/what-is-design-thinking-and-why-is-it-so-popular


as a component of the larger issue, but will still play an important role. The challenge could look
like any of the following or something entirely different:

● Students keep throwing recyclable materials into the trash.
● Traffic congestion in NYC makes it take forever to get anywhere.
● Getting on and off the subway is frustrating because some train cars are packed while

other train cars are nearly empty.

Resources
What is Design Thinking and Why Is It So Popular? - A brief explanation of the design thinking
process with references.

Suggestions for Implementation
● This lesson does not include much reference for blocks, definitions, code examples, or

walkthroughs. This is because this activity highly depends on what students intend and
succeed in accomplishing. If the curriculum is run multiple times, we would suggest
keeping student projects from previous runs to provide the students with reference and
inspiration.

● Projects like this lend themselves to having a document that organizes all the ideas and
decisions being made. We recommend taking the structure from previous activities and
asking the students to create their own version of the activity based off of their project.
This helps to structure the work the students are doing as well as provides the instructor
with more content that could be added to the curriculum in future iterations.

● This is an extensive activity that requires some planning from the groups in order to
make sure they can accomplish everything they set out to do. Compared to the previous
activities that could take 1-2 class sessions, this activity could take 4+ sessions to
complete meaningfully.

Standards
New York State - Next Generation Science Standards

● 3-5-ETS1-2. Generate and compare multiple possible solutions to a problem based on
how well each is likely to meet the criteria and constraints of the problem.

https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/article/what-is-design-thinking-and-why-is-it-so-popular
https://www.nextgenscience.org/new-york

